
SCAVENGER
HINT FILES



Message on Music Sheet
1. Read the message on the music from le� to right.

2. The message will start with, “This is the…”



Sundial Unlock
1. Read the paper that mentions the history of St. Benedict's Cathedral.

2. The first paragraph has three words that stand out.

3. Match those words to the symbols on the sundial.

4. You will also need to read the message on the music sheet. There is a hint in

Walter’s message.

5. You will need to go back one hour for each of the three symbols you found.



Who is the person from the description
on the paper found in the sundial?

You will need to solve the sundial puzzle first.

1. The paper you find inside the sundial is describing one of the people in the

mausoleum.

2. Read the descriptions carefully and eliminate people until only one is le�.

3. Hint: the part about “This person was neither the eldest nor the youngest” has to

do with when that person was born, not how long they have lived. Example: you

might live a longer life than your parents, but you wouldn’t say you were older

than your mom and dad.

4. Remember to use what the message in the sundial mentioned for the unlock.



Graveyard Unlock
You will need to solve the sundial puzzle first.

1. The paper you find inside the sundial is describing one of the people in the

mausoleum.

2. Read the descriptions carefully and eliminate people until only one is le�.

3. Hint: the part about “This person was neither the eldest nor the youngest” has to

do with when that person was born, not how long they have lived. Example: you

might live a longer life than your parents, but you wouldn’t say you were older

than your mom and dad.

4. Remember to use what the message in the sundial mentioned.



Music Note Puzzle
You will need to solve the mausoleum puzzle first.

1. The message from Walter in the mausoleum unlock is your hint for this puzzle: “I

have always marched to the beat of my own drum. I don’t follow conventional

wisdom nor do I use the common standards. Just look to my words to understand

what I mean.”

2. When you go to translate the music notes into letters do not use the standard

ABCDEFG. Instead use Walter's own words from the music sheet you read

earlier to help you translate the notes.

3. Notice that the letters on the music sheet show up on the same line each time.

4. The message will start with “look…”



Church Unlock
You will need to solve the mausoleum puzzle first.

1. The message from Walter in the mausoleum unlock is your hint for this puzzle: “I

have always marched to the beat of my own drum. I don’t follow conventional

wisdom nor do I use the common standards. Just look to my words to understand

what I mean.”

2. When you go to translate the music notes into letters do not use the standard

ABCDEFG. Instead use Walter's own words from the music sheet you read

earlier to help you translate the notes.

3. Notice that the letters on the music sheet show up on the same line each time.

4. The message will start with “look…”



Shooting Gallery Unlock
1. Read the message Walter wrote on the back of the shooting gallery poster

carefully.

2. Walter mentions three animals his wife loved.

3. What was on her hair clip? What animal did she jump into the river to get? What

kind of person would she be if not for her allergies?

4. Also make note of Walter’s comment “I could never harm something that my wife

held dear.”

5. This means don’t shoot those animals, shoot what is le�. What word do you get?



Ferris Wheel
You will need to solve the shooting gallery puzzle first.

1. Use the directions you get from the shooting gallery unlock with the Ferris

wheel.

2. The message found by the Ferris Wheel has three hints to help with this puzzle.

"Where you get on is where you start. Now enjoy the ride as the Ferris wheel

turns. Where you stop is what you get."

3. Start at the bottom (where you get on), the directions you get are about the wheel

turning, not you moving (Ferris wheel turns), and each turn will get you a letter

(where you stop is what you get).

4. So if the wheel were turned six places counterclockwise, what letter is now at the

bottom?

5. Hint: the first three letters are “USE”



Axe Throwing and Toys on Shelves
You will need to solve the Ferris wheel puzzle first.

1. The Axe Throwing booth and the toys on the shelves go together.

2. If you count how many numbers and toys are in each row you will find that they

match each. So each number goes with a toy.

3. Using the answer from the Ferris wheel, “Use only even numbers”, take note of

which animals on each shelf would be le�.

4. Now find the letter for each animal and read the message you get.

5. The message will start with “take a…”



What Ride? Unlock
You will need to solve the Ferris wheel puzzle first.

1. The Axe Throwing booth and the toys on the shelves go together.

2. If you count how many numbers and toys are in each row you will find that they

match each. So each number goes with a toy.

3. Using the answer from the Ferris wheel, “Use only even numbers”, take note of

which animals on each shelf would be le�.

4. Now find the letter for each animal and read the message you get.

5. The message will start with “take a…”



Coded Message
1. Use the translated note from the beginning to translate the coded message.

2. The message will start with “Take the rope…”



String
You will need to decipher the coded message first.

1. Follow the directions you get from the coded message.

2. You will get a six letter word.



Card with UFO and Letters
1. There is an icon in the bottom right corner of this paper. This icon is also on

something else you have.

2. Look through the “Strange and Crazy World” tabloid carefully.

3. On the last page of the magazine there are five movie posters from “End of the

Line” Cinema.

4. Read the titles for all of the movies.

5. Each title has a direction mentioned in it.

6. Use the directions to get five letters from the grid.

7. The UFO is the starting point.

8. The name of the production company is a hint, “End of the Line.”

9. When you move down from the UFO, move all the way down.

10. You will get the letter B.



Monster Matching
1. If you read the article about “Monster Sightings” in the magazine and the report

about strange tracks in Easthaven Forest, you will be able to match the tracks to

the monsters.



Dear and Feather Unlock
1. You will need to solve the string puzzle, letter grid, and monster track puzzle to

unlock this.

2. Use the ending location for the monster named in the letter grid puzzle with the

word you got by solving the string puzzle.



Three Circular Items and The Map
You will need to have unlocked the “Dear and Feather” card

BEFORE you try this puzzle.

1. The map has three distinct circles on it.

2. You have found three circular items.

3. Place each item on its appropriate circle.

4. Use the directions you get from the “Deer and Feather” unlock.

St. Benedict Medal
1. Place the medal on the small circle so that the shapes on the side of the circle line

up with the letters on the medal.

Ring Toss
1. Place the ring toss ring on the medium circle.

2. It will cover the outer ring of letters leaving four in the center.

The Crystal Tavern Coaster
1. Place the coaster on the largest circle.

2. Follow the directions specified in the “Deer and Feather” unlock

3. These are the green directions.

4. When it says “From the second takes its first”, it is referring to the words and

letters.

5. From the second word on the coaster, take its first letter.



Where is the treasure? Unlock
You will need to solve the circles on the map puzzle to unlock this.



Stone Door
1. Look closely at what each stick figure is holding.

2. Have you seen any of these items before?

3. Take another look through the tabloid.

4. The page you need is titled “What to Bring Cryptid Hunting.”

5. Each item is numbered.

6. Use the numbers for each item in the order they are depicted in the cave to

unlock the stone door.



Final Unlock
You will need to have solved all of the puzzles to unlock this.

Eliminate suspects as you find them. Then use the last name of the killer(remaining

suspect) with the number used to open the stone door.




